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What did you like about the conversation group? 

I like to talk about cultures and my experiences. 

The nice environment. Attitude of teachers and classmates. 

Feel free to talk conversation in English 

More opportunities to speak English. Talking about NJ where one live now. So useful and fun. 

I can meet people, I can practice my speaking skill. The teachers are very nice. 

Good opportunity to speak English to foreign people. 

I beginning to understand other people 

It helped me to speak English more. I can hear about U.S. I'm interested in their talk. 

Well prepared teachers 

They are so great and they give me more help to learn about English 

I like the way the teacher discuss the articles with us. 

I like to speak English more often. My teachers are very professional. 

I like discussing something about history funny thing and speak dialogues 

I like the daily use conversation group? 

Talking about information with people in the group help me listen many accent. 

I like to discuss articles in conversation group. 

It's opportunity to speak in English and communicate with native-speaker 

I liked speak more and understand more than it was before. I liked that we have different lessons every time. 

I like Body Language and shopping, comparing the U.S. to my home country 

I like to comparing the U.S. to my home country 

Discussing articles, sharing information with others in the group. 

The teacher give us different topics to practiced how to speak English and learned more about America. Relax and 
interesting. 

I like all the topics that we talk about, also the organization of the class and the materials that you gave us to study. 

It's good to develop my English skill & I like teacher and other people 

Everything was great! The tutors, the rest of the group 

Everything help me 

That we talked a lot and changed information 

I wish this conversation group had been there when I first came to this country. I like to be with people and hear them talk 
about their countries 

I like to share my knowledges and know about others 

I can talk with every body 

I like about the conversation group in sharing knowledge inside the group and lesson to other country's culture 

We can share about our culture each other. Not only about America, I could get about other country. That's most 
interesting for me. Even if I cannot understand, speak English very well, everyone told me slowly or clearly. They are so 
kind of me. 

I like always the conversation group. I liked learning about the US holidays and telling about holidays in Colombia 

I liked everything especially the good atmosphere in that group 

I liked to talk with everybody and How our tutors tried to clear up in our mind words was hard for us 

Discussing different culture, experiences, sharing information 

I like the conversation group the way we can practice 

Everything. The most was sharing. 

I like meet the different country people 

The comradeship and the patience of the teachers 

the people 

It was a nice english class, excellent teacher with a clear pronunciation 
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More courses: twice a week or more, Afternoon classes, not only morning, Oral project in the class 

Nice sessions 

The methodology of the Michael teacher, my colleagues 

I learned about American history 

I like conversation group because we have opportunity to talk 

I liked learning new vocabulary 

We learned about each one on the group 

Practice mi english. Now I feel more confident 

Speak English 

The group had many interesting object 

It helped me a lot to express myself 

Nice group & good teacher 

I like everything in this group, the teacher has many good ideas 

Is very interesting hear to speak the people of diferent countries 

These group is very nice, the student and teacher 

I liked sharing information with others 

The teachers & classmates. Speaking English all the time 

Making friends, learning other country's culture, getting more information about US and culture about US 

The topics was very helpful to me. And the tutors encourage us to speak all the time. 

to understand more when I hear different accent 

I like to talk with persons from diferent countries and culture and I like the conversation class every time was a diferent 
topics 

I like this kind of conversation because help me to be less shine 

I like everything 

Because I can practice my Inglish 

The interaction each and other 

It was very dinemic and variety 

That was very interesting 

The way that they teach English 

I liked to interact with my classmates and learn about other cultures 

Participation and food 

Talking about shoping. diferent customs 

Practice de speak English more 

I like to learn about others culturs 

It's a great experience for speak more. The teacher did great job with love, they did the best. 

Practice with better understand English and feel more confident speaking English 

I liked the conversation with people comfortable, topics, sharing culture 

Two teachers are in class. we can point out our opinions 

a lot of activities to do, help us know each other better 

I like the social interaction with different people and I like to learn different cultures 

I liked the everyone had the same chance to talk and express their ideas 

This conversation class lesson plan is very good. It's covered the vocabulary, reading, current event, american history and 
general knowledge. This class activities runs liveliy 
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What did you not like about the conversation group? 

Sometimes is a little bit slow the rythm. 

Some students were very aggressive. They kept talking. 

I want to hear more teacher's correct English than student. 

I would like to have a conversations lessons more than one time a week. 

I did not like playing games 

I didn't like about art conversation group because I don't understand. 

Sometimes it's difficult to hear not-native English speakers have a heavy accent. I would like to play more everyday life 
dialogues. 

It was to short 

This class is high class. Sometimes I didn't understand. I could speak English very well. It is hard for me. 

Sometimes, when I didn't know how to express what I wanted to, because I didn't know the right words 

It was a little difficult some times, because students were from a different cultural background. 

I don't like some students that not were enthusiastic and share in this group 

I did not like to talk about war 

I don't have doubt about that. Every day my enthusiasm was grown 

I liked everything and these conversation helped me to feel more comfortable in English 

I liked everything about this conversation, but some people I think came too late 

The time too short. 

I don't understand each country's accent 

The classes sometimes were too long time 

I think it's better if the class is twice a week. It's better for improve the language. And maybe if the class is divide into few 
groups and each are prepares or talks about a topic for the rest of the class 

All the activitys was be excellents 

When I speak wrong way, then I want to be corrected 

Sometime the manage of the time was dificult, because everybody wanted to speak a lot 

Sometimes the person started to talk got lost and spoke to much 

We got too many new different words in time 

Everything was good in the class 

the time past very fast 

I hope the tutors talk more in the group 

I would like more time for the group. two hours per week is not enough 

Really for me everything was ok 

It was short time 

Nothing because trying different topics are always good 

The class should be longer 

I don't like that everybody not participate in the conversation 

we need to do more 

I need to speak more and better 

We need to do more 

I like all conversation 
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What other topics would you like to learn about? 

I would like to talk more American culture, customs and a little bit histories. 

Movies, books, american culture. But I think we already did some of them 

small talks. 

Ideologies of each culture 

News. Life. 

I like to learn more American historical 

anything can give me more launge 

About current news 

I like to learn about American history and American famous people. 

I would like to learn about different situation topics. 

The topics I like to learn about history, health, holiday, everything help people new comer U.S. 

Which thing we have to know to get a job 

Everyday life: for example, how to place a order, how to call some serves, make an appointment. 

I would like to learn grammar 

I would like to learn how to make phone call with insurance company 

I learn about Mother's Day 

Health, Introductions, Idiom 

recommend some book to read 

More idioms 

I'd like to know about American's history and culture. 

I'll be interested to learn more about American history and geography 

To talk more and more and to be much comfortable with my English! 

I want to see videos, pictures to support the conversation 

I like talking about hobby, travel 

lesson to American history and festival 

The tutors in all moments were with the topics necessarys-Computer technology would be good. 

I'd like that you talk about the American Institutions like The White House, The Pentagon, The Capital etc. and how do you 
do to get there. 

I'd like to discuss about The American Institution like the Senate, The White House, how to get there? 

About grammar 

Motor vehicle code 

The new rules for sunscreen, I have a dream. 

Some more about US Governmental things 

Culture, school 

culture, idioms 

By means of, with the help of you, professor Michael: internet-tourism. Write to a newspaper. Join in more English 
conversation groups, Rules of the pronunciation 

Speaking 

More of health because we need to know more vocabulary about health 

Education system in the USA 

schools, health care, places, habits, history 

I will learn more about propositions 

I like learn about everything with teachers and other students 

learn some places to travel 

I like speak English more 

I would like to have many common conversations, common words to learn 
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I don't have particular preference 

For travel how I can safe money in different ways 

I like to learn every thing, because I need learn more 

I would like to learn more places in USA 

Reading newspaper articles 

Education system, the experience of how to apply jobs 

Transportation, Adult Education 

How I can do better my pronuntation 

I would like to learn about health 

Food, Children 

To practice with conversation 

I think whatever topic we have in class will help me a lot to feel more confident speaking English 

Writing, thank you for help us. 

Health, business, and nature 

share presentation 

I like to learn more conversation about new subjects 

Schools and talking to the teachers 

I would like to extended the topics that we studied before 

Discussing articles and dialogues on role plays about American ways, topics, education, news 

Listen to people's opinions and find some interesting topics to discuss with 

how to speak depens on the occation, such as phone business, visiting doctors and visiting neighbors 

New technology, American culture 

reading comprehension, writing 

real life topics like how to buy car insurance etc. 

I'm hear to learn everying 

Books and movies, American history 

reading and comprehension 

I would like learn phonic and improve any pronunciation 

I would learn use computer 

writeng 

I have problem I don't write 

I like to write English better 

The life on the street 

I need to speak more and better 

Writeing 

General talks, listening 

American grammar 

Interview 

some academic topics 

I like English topics 

We can listening then after, we can make repations again (for memoriesim) 

Maybe more learned about the used the preposition more idioms 

I would like English 
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Comments? 

This class is to help a lot for me to improve English conversation and help me to have confidence to talk to peoples. 

Is a really nice group to be in. Thank you. 

Great class 

The class is helpfully. I appreciate all that I have learned in each class. 

I'm very glad that I can go to conversation group 

This conversation group is excellent, it helps me a lot. 

All our tutors are great persons! 

Thank you! 

Thank you for everything! 

This experience was great and I feel thanful with the tutors and classmates that participated in this activities. 

In conclusion, I appreciate coming to this class, it was very helpful for and I hope there will other class at soon. 

This group is awesome. Lets more participate, be active, let's talk more in English 

Everything was excellent, Great. Thanks to all of you. 

Excellent. and very help for me. My tutors was very excited to teach and discuss with us. 

I liked this ESL group 

Mt. Laurel is better place for me. 

Excellent Michael teacher. Congratulations, thank very much 

This class was excellent we learned about many thing 

English Conversation group help me Learning English better 

I think this group is very good, I really enjoy the time 

The class is very important for the people doesn't speak English, congratulations to my teachers I love you. God Bless you! 

Thank you for help me! 

I want to come back soon! 

I am very grateful with the group because I feel very confident speaking English now 

Good group 

Thank you very much for help me a lot 

The both teachers are excellent to teach English I learn a lot 

Thank for the teachers, they are a good people. Please we need more class. 

thank for the teachers, they are a good people. Please we need more class. 

Please we really need more class. I came just for two class and is amazing, because we can practice and learn. 

I like practice 

I like conversation in group if continue the class is good for everybody 

We did great topics about the daily life 

Thank you for design the wonderful class for us. Thank you for teaching material. We have excellent teachers. 

We should have classes during summer time 

I like how Barbara prepares and organizes the class she really takes her time to do it. I appreciate it. 

Last few weeks this class is runing the co-teaching program. it is good for the new teacher who get expos to learn how to 
run the classes. But as a student if I continued this class I would prefered to stay with one teacher. I felt with one teacher 
activities flow smooth 

The teacher is excelent and she hops that everybody learning English 

I need to like speak English 

I grateful for this program. Thank you! 

I have problems when the teachers ask me I don't answer them, I am shy 

I need more days class for learning English 

 


